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Are you ready to go on a journey?The Year of You is an invitation to discover more about

yourself, become more conscious about what you want, and create a rich and fulfilling life

through one journaling prompt a day. With this book, you can take the guess work out of

journaling and use one writing prompt each day of the year to explore and unpack the most

important aspects of your life and your being.Each month, you’ll focus on one important area of

your life:January: IdentityFebruary: The PastMarch: EnvironmentApril: FunMay: CareerJune:

RelationshipsJuly: GrowthAugust: MoneySeptember: Travel and AdventureOctober:

HealthNovember: SpiritualityDecember: The FutureYou can start in January, June or

November; simply turn to today’s date and start writing! Whether you're new to journaling or

have enjoyed a reflective writing practice for some time, The Year of You offers a wealth of

inspiration that will deepen your understanding and awareness of what makes you who you are.
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inflightradio, “Great prompts, so-so book. I’ll start by saying that I researched a billion prompt

journals before settling on this one and it all came down to quality of the prompts themselves.

While other books had vague, uninspiring prompts mixed in with beautiful illustrations and

quotes, I knew this book would focus more on what I wanted with thought-provoking questions.

In that regard, this book met all of my expectations!However, I will say that it is about as no frills

as you can get from a prompt journal. There are no pretty drawings inside. It’s simply a date, a

prompt, and blank space for you to write. At the very least, I would’ve preferred if the book

came with lines. Maybe a little color wouldn’t hurt either. I just feel that a lot more work could’ve

gone into it being an aesthetically pleasing book to write in.One recommendation I might have

is to find a separate notebook to actually write your responses in. It’s tough writing on such a

boring page (let alone one that is paperback too). Just a suggestion, but overall, I love the

contents!”

Bookgrl50, “An AWESOME book of journaling prompts!. I have been using journal prompts

from The Year of You by Hannah Braime every day since January 1st this year. It has different

subjects for each month, such as Identity, Growth, Money, Relationships etc. At the end of the

month it has questions for summarizing the prompts from that month. I have enjoyed exploring

my thoughts and beliefs about myself and my life. Her prompts are unique and very thought-

provoking.I would recommend this book to anyone who enjoys journaling or wishes to learn

more about themselves.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Absolutely!. Love these! Thoughtful, heart-felt, fun & more. I've been

journaling for about 50 years & it's an important part of my life. I have many prompt books &

this is on my favorite list, for sure.Hit that button & grab one for YOU.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Good journal prompts. I bought the Kindle version of this book of journal

prompts so I could include them with my other journaling each day. Good prompts so far, but I

just started January 1st.”

Danielle, “Love!. Helps you get to know yourself better. Makes you think of what you want to

see more out of yourself & how you are doing mentally. Had to get one for my friends and I”

Denel, “Recommended. This is a good book with lots of prompts for your journal . I just suck at

it.”

Ridwan, “Good Prompts. I have been following Hannah on social media for quite sometime

now. I like her no nonsense and non-new-agey approach on personal development. This book

is full of good prompts to reflect. I think spending 5 minutes a day with the prompts and doing

weekly/monthly/yearly reflections will coach you to become self-aware so you can achieve

more. I highly recommend this book.”

biffy, “thought provoking book. I am enjoying going through the questions in this book - very

thought provoking but practical and not the usual naval gazing stuff.”

Eilidh and Fraser's tunes, “Really focused me. I enjoyed using this book as a prompt for

journaling and it has really focussed me in terms of what I want to do and what I have

achieved. Love that there is a monthly theme. Would recommend to others.”

lizabelle, “Bought as a gift for my sister, and she .... Bought as a gift for my sister, and she

loves it. She says she really likes the fact that there's space to journal about each prompt.”

The book by Hannah Braime has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 254 people have provided feedback.
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